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the trade towers in the dlc are larger. they provide further arenas and stages for you to
adventure in. they also have remote turrets which will provide the player with some

added backup when they are needed. what will this help you? you get a new character,
a new class, a new mechanic and an entirely different style of gameplay all for free. the

dlc will also allow you to grab borderlands 2 with all the new content out-of-the-box.
while this isn't the full game of the year edition, as mentioned above it does include all
the new content and a ton of new features that bring an entirely new play-style to the
fold. the new content has worked well, and we hope that borderlands 2: game of the

year edition gets cleared up and works for everyone as originally intended. the second
add-on content campaign for borderlands 2 will be "mr. torgue's campaign of carnage."
mr. torgue is at the center of the world of pandora, where it's easy to become obsessed
with a weapon. when mr. torgue was taken from space as a child and crash-landed on
pandora, he was supposed to be sent to an insane asylum. however, he escaped the
camp and has been roaming the planet ever since, obsessed with his own creations.

mr. torgue escaped to the surface in search of another life for the technology he
created in space. upon arriving on the surface, mr. torgue discovered a mutant being

that holds an ancient energy charge. torgue inserted his creation, the enclave cannon,
into this being to gain power. after this unexpected encounter, mr. torgue returned to

the planet's surface seeking his new slave species.
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be sure to complete your
achievements and collect all of the

new items before attempting to
complete the new operation. although

it will be difficult to beat the game
without having played all five episodes
(including operation:genocide) this is

not necessary. if you have played
episode 4, it may make your job a bit

easier, as you will start with some
experience and items in those

categories. if you played for the first
time through the game, you will have
a really steep learning curve, although

you will get help from the item
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descriptions. borderlands 2 is a third-
person shooter set in the future of

humanity. you will play as one of four
vault hunters in an open world in

which you will discover a new planet,
survive in an open world and engage
in massive loot and weapon drops.

borderlands 2 dlc commander lilith &
the fight for sanctuary is the fifth add-

on campaign for the game and is
available now for $14.99. the add-on is

free for xbox live gold members, so
there is no reason why you shouldn’t
give it a try. the content of this page,

despite being listed in english, is
actually in german, as the german text
was translation from english. still, this

page makes absolutely no sense in
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german, but it is still readable, so it is
still being maintained. the dvd region
codes are listed in this order: 16, 17
and 18. to view this page in english:

borderlands 2 - die neue begleitquelle
(german) habe ich gerade erst

geladen. letzter teil ist zu teuer, also
ist kein extra zu erhalten. damit hat

der letzte teil den status „spieler
gehört“. wenn du kein neues spiel

hast, kannst du dann auf dieses spiel
klicken. es findet sich dann auf dem

start zwischen hitman absolution und
borderlands 2. meine erfahrung mit
hitman absolution war, dass es sich
dem paket im spiel besonders nah

genug angehört hat. also wie immer,
je nachdem, was du für ein spiele gibt,
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überprüfe ich den status dann auch.
oder ob es dann auch teile gibt, die ich

im nachschlage verwende, oder in
einem anderen format. 5ec8ef588b
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